PROVOCATIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF LEARNING

These future possibilities could help support the healthy development of young people, enable effective lifelong learning and contribute to community vitality.

1. **Signature Learning Ecosystems**
   - Situate learning in place in ways that integrate technology, culture and learner and community identity to enhance and extend opportunities for learning.
   - I Promise School
   - Dubai’s Mixed-Reality Theme Park
   - Place Network

2. **Nested Learning**
   - Give and Take Project

3. **Educational Placemaking**
   - Circulos

4. **Designing for the Core**
   - Making Caring Common Project

5. **Human-Centered Learning**
   - Reprioritize teaching and learning systems, expectations and experiences with a holistic view of human development at the center.
   - The Science of Learning and Development
   - FairTest

6. **NeuroLearning Integrator**
   - Homies Empowerment School

7. **Mixed-Reality Learning Parks**
   - Follow-Me Schools

8. **Data Asset Adviser**
   - Socos Lab

9. **Safeguards for Efficacy**
   - Provide vision and stewardship for implementing effective data strategies and for embracing emerging technologies for intentional learner support.

10. **Data Asset Adviser**
    - New Laws for Data Protection
    - Open Source AI

11. **Machine Learning Audits**
    - The Right to Disconnect

12. **AI Ethics Cooperatives**
    - AI Educator Support Bot

13. **Amplified Voice and Impact**
    - Reconfigure engagement and outcome frameworks and communications channels to bolster individual capacity and to increase community impact.
    - #NeverAgain Movement
    - Reinvented Student Government

**Provocation themes** identify possible features of the future teaching and learning landscape.

**Provocations** present more specific future images showing ways the drivers of change might be harnessed to ensure that education systems support individual development, effective lifelong learning and community vitality.

**Signals of change** illustrate how the future possibilities described in the provocations are beginning to play out today. Scan their QR codes to learn more.